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Abstract:
Self/Auto Construction by Low/High Tech
In order to find new terminology in sustainable design, with recycle, reduce but mostly reuse thinking. Trough the analysis of
new concepts born within alternative communities (from punk to cyber), and the application of these terms with architectural
filters. The focus is in contemporary “do it yourself” culture, ethic, process and tips, and its creative incorporation in academic
experiences of architectural self construction. The concept of low energy cost fits really well with the benefits of D.I.Y.
techniques, and the diffusion systems of practical learning looks like potential languages of architectural projects, always
based in the development of process, sequences and construction (even virtual simulations). The use of manuals and
graphical instructions to express the “How to” and the “ready made” buildings elements, make new frontiers to conceptual
design in prefabricate free form dwellings. The incorporation of cutting edge technologies in construction and modelling, make
easy to experimenting with low cost but non-standard prototypes, eco materials and low energy construction, to reach an
environmental zero impact building, from project to construction and use. The rate of energy cost of all the process (project,
simulation and prototyping) is controlled and reduced. This study tries to present a glossary of new ways of thinking in
architecture; playing to mix, i.e. sequences of How-To manuals, the application of CNC systems and recycle premises. Is
important for architecture the fact that modern prefabrication turns digital high technology into potential low cost non-standard
design, and the self-construction attitude (urban or rural, permanent or ephemeral) trend to minimizing global amounts, and
this terminology reflects that. Is about how some architectural efforts must be “spread” in popular languages, naturally
beautiful (without outside experts) and easy self-made. In this study that glossary search begins, in order to find new ways to
reduce the environmental impact and those global costs (social, economical, etc) of 21st century home buildings, 21st century
techno-architectural schism and helps in 21st century climatic change problems.
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1. Glossary of alternative concepts applied to
sustainable architecture and urban design.
Do it yourself (DIY, D.I.Y.)
Term that focus on people creating things for
themselves. DIY subcultures explicitly critique consumer
culture, and instead encourage people to take
technologies into their own hands. A very active
community use the term DIY to refer to fabricating or
repairing things for home needs and home improvement
done by the householder without the aid of paid
professionals. Members of these subcultures strive to blur
the lines between creator and consumer by constructing a
social network that ties users and makers close together.
DIY attitude questions the uniqueness of the expert's
expertise, and promotes the ability of the ordinary person
to learn to do more than he or she thought was possible.
DIY society make popular the desire for an economy of
mutual aid and co-operation, the commitment to the noncommoditization of arts and science, the appropriation of
digital tools and communication technologies for free
community purposes, and the development of alternative
technologies.

“Therefore, the challenge is just that: to use the punk
ethic (basis of D.I.Y. attitude) to subvert the standard
building process and try to find a model that places some
of the creative power in the hands of the individual, to reassert the importance of personal growth for the builder, to
develop more sustainable lifestyles, and to challenge
prevailing attitudes about what a building really is:
commodity, habitat, political statement, or work of art.” [1]

(Fig. 1) Books and Web Sites are great “schools” to learn
(by auto construction) cheap and easy home life solutions
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Low-technology (or Low Tech, Lo-Tec)
The term is a description of those crafts and tools that
can be practiced or fabricated with a minimum of capital
investment (and/or material science) by an individual or
small groups; and that the knowledge of the practice can
be completely comprehended by a single individual, free
from increasing specialization and compartmentalization.
Those articles produced with little or no use of machinery
or tools with complex mechanisms those can be stamped
with the designation hand-wrought or hand-made. Some
groups associated with Low-technology are The Arts and
Crafts Movement, the corresponding Bauhaus movement
of Germany around the same time, the Do-It-Yourself
phenomenon arising in America, and the Homesteading
Movement in America.

include FAQs, manuals and guides. The communicational
language is very important in How-to, is a simply
knowledge interface, a sketch, and is frequently applied in
DIY projects. Generally it is based on juxtaposed graphics
in sequence, common knows as comic-book language.

(Fig. 3) Sequential languages are easiest tools to learn
How To do something, include architectural processes.

(Fig. 2) Punk movements are great developers of low cost
solutions for living and deal with alternative technologies.
Procedural knowledge (Know-How)
It is the knowledge of how to perform some task. All
frames that form the sequence, according to a certain
script. Know-how is different from other kinds of common
knowledge such as propositional knowledge in that it can
be directly applied to a task. This is a limitation of
procedural knowledge, the job-dependence; but one
advantage is that it can involve more senses, such as
hands-on experience, practice at solving problems,
understanding of the limitations of a specific solution, etc.
In artificial intelligence, procedural knowledge is one type
of knowledge that can be possessed by an intelligent
agent. Is often represented as a partial or complete finitestate machine or computer program. And in intellectual
property law, the know-how is a component of the
intellectual property rights on its own merits (patents or
trademarks)
How-to (HOWTO)
It is an informal, often short and direct, description of
how to accomplish some specific task. It describes the
process to obtain things, often home’s staff or hobbies.
Generally meant to help non-experts, may leave out
details that are only important to experts (but
enthusiastic), and may also be greatly simplified from an
overall discussion of the topic. Also it referred of other
types (graphical or not) of instructional documentation

"Our educational system, in its entirety, does nothing
to give us any kind of material competence. In other
words, we don't learn how to cook, how to make clothes,
how to build houses, how to make love, or to do any of the
absolutely fundamental things of life. The whole education
that we get for our children in school is entirely in terms of
abstractions. It trains you to be an insurance salesman or
a bureaucrat, or some kind of cerebral character." [2]
Waste Vernacular architecture and design
Term vernacular is used to categorise a method of
construction, which uses locally available resources to
address local needs, that type of architecture which is
indigenous to a specific time or place (not imported or
copied from elsewhere). Some extend the term vernacular
to include any architecture outside the academic
mainstream. Is frequently based on knowledge achieved
by trial and error and often handed down through the
generations rather than calculated on knowledge of
geometry and physics. It tends to evolve over time to
reflect the environmental, cultural and historical context in
which it exists, and will be necessary “to ensure
sustainability in both cultural and economic terms beyond
the short term” [3]

(Fig. 4) recycling is a dwell need in non develop countries,
adding new “waste materials” to vernacular architectures.
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“So what of the future? That, dear net Webber, is up to
you. Don't just sit there. There are things to be done,
people to annoy. Just remember, if you see something
that is getting on your tits and no-one's doing anything
about it, get up off your butt and DO IT YOURSELF!!!!!” [4]
Computer numeric control (CNC)
It is a high technology developed in the late 1940s,
and refers specifically to a computer "controller" that reads
G-code instructions and drives the machine tool, a
powered mechanical device. CNC does numerically
directed interpolation of a cutting tool in the work envelope
of a machine. The best thing of this technology is that the
operating parameters of the CNC today can be altered via
software load program. The introduction of CNC machines
radically changed the manufacturing industry. Curves are
as easy to cut as straight lines, complex 3-D structures
are relatively easy to produce. CNC automation reduced
the frequency of errors and provided operators with time
to perform additional tasks. Today, the machines are
controlled directly from files created by CAD/CAM
software packages, so that a part or assembly can go
directly from design to manufacturing without the need of
producing a drafted paper drawing of the manufactured
component.

(Fig. 5) Home CNC system builds by DIY. High technology
developed trough Low tech premises is today’s culture.
Recycling (recycle, reduce and reuse)
It is the reprocessing of materials into new products.
Recycling generally prevents the waste of potentially
useful materials, reduces the consumption of raw
materials and reduces energy usage, and hence
greenhouse gas emissions, compared to virgin production.
Recycling is a key concept of modern waste management
and is the third component of the waste hierarchy.
Recyclable materials, also called "recyclables" or
"recyclates", may originate from a wide range of sources
including the home and industry. The term recycling could
be including reuse, in which existing items are used for a
Recycling has been a common practice throughout human
history. The main driver for these types of recycling was
the economic advantage of obtaining recycled feedstock
instead of acquiring virgin material, as well as a lack of
public waste removal in ever more-populated sites.

Recycling is beneficial in two ways: it reduces the inputs
(energy and raw materials) to a production system and
reduces the amount of waste produced for disposal.

Tires, bottles, paper…make your own home!!!

(Fig. 6) The best way to incorporate and reduce waste
problem in architecture is re-utilization of trash, by autoconstruction and without any transforming processes.
Material’s Flow Tech
It is the study of life cycle of materials, towards to
optimize reuse of waste. Every material has different flow
times, and with systems of selective re-collection could be
a next revolution in building construction sector. The
principal (sustainable) idea within this concept is to get to
plan all the life cycle of materials and things, but whit
minimum energy cost. This is obtained taking part in the
processes of reuse, and planning different uses and users
of used things, enlarging the life of material whit smart DIY
reuse. The introduction of these technologies (low tech
preferred) to transform arrays of selected waste into new
objects is a common practice in this moment in Europe,
but only as handcraft scale. At cities of non-developed
countries it possible to find a kind of “vernacular recycle”
of trash, transforming it easily into furniture and buildings
by necessity. It shows the potential of this procedure if it is
incorporate in modern standard construction.

(Fig. 7) European construction waste is managed, but
without reuse thinking. If this potential is directed in
architectural and urban design, we make more sustainable
a necessity that never (?) could be 100% eco-friendly
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2. Sustainable relationships between DIY concepts,
technology and auto architectural solutions
The aim of this research is to find and to show new
visions about DIY architecture and low-tech processes.
The methodology is mix the terms previously exposed,
supported (by reinterpreting and optimization) in the
environmental advantages of the construction processes
in vernacular architecture. Today, if we talk about
sustainability and architecture, as architects we thought
about power efficiency, certified environmental friendly
materials, bioclimatic design, etc. At first, all of those
contemporary concepts make the building construction
more sustainable, but in fact they hide the real paradox of
modern (static and permanent) architecture: to be honest,
the only sustainable, ecologic, or any similar term to
explain the intentional respect by the natural environment
of present architecture, are those projects that will not be
constructed, ever. The most important problem of
construction is in its inherent (energetic and material) cost;
and all the present needs of speed production make the
process harmful in any aspect.

(Fig. 8) According to the constructive system, the costs of
energy in the phases of execution fluctuate considerably
(also the quality of the building). Is necessary the mixture
of processes to obtain a balanced relation between
comfort, quality, rapidity and sustainability.
“Behind the individual facades the contractor installs
standardized details and floor plans that are worth
nowhere near the price the occupants pay for them. The
prime consideration is not the quality of the dwelling or of
the public space, but the profit of the market” [5]
The easy explanation of this paradox’s strength is not
a mystery, over population is a real world problem, and
more and more homes and cities will be necessary… but
the architects and designers could have a chance to
change those bad parameters in the construction
processes. If they act consequently, without professional
(economic in fact) vision, and agree with the new

paradigms of knowledge (those that show multidisciplinary
edges of future architecture, the fusion of people,
technology and procedural generated spaces) they can
give the guidelines of the new architectural premises and
production. It means run away of traditional (or classic)
background and landmarks, and get close to the
vernacular knowledge of dwell, where inhabit began
humbly, without styles, only conditioned by properties of
local materials and local imagination. This flashback goes
against the most of traditional schools of architecture, and
get close to the common handyman (that he also could be
an architect, in any case) and DIY communities. These
ways of life fits really well whit sustainable concepts, by
reducing energies cost, by change scales of construction
processes, tools, and technologies.

(Fig. 9) One step forward to reduce energy cost in
construction is alternative power systems. If at home we
tried to change machines into eco-friendly appliances, in
building construction we have to do the same.
The new frontier of architects pass trough the
acceptance of natural properties of common and local
materials (also waste and reutilized things) and the
necessary introduction of inhabitant in construction
process. This not means change the professional work
orientation and the architectural qualification, but make a
new way to plan projects and economics flows in
construction. A different educational system should be
restored, those that involves practical experimentation at
personal level. Today, the new architects leave the
university having constructed nothing at 1:1 scale!
Recycling should be implemented as material and
constructive process in educational programs, at least to
resolve those projects at small scales, ephemeral designs,
interior furniture an so on, towards the environmental
balance between contemporary society and dwell.
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3. Alternative educational program of DIY Architecture
Research topics
This part of study is a compendium of experimental
topics incorporated in the development of new knowledge
about DIY architecture. It begins with obtained premises to
have mixed the terms previously described, in educational
processes. With the premise that 1:1 scale prototyping is
absolutely necessary in schools of architecture, we
propose to relate it to the recycling concepts and flow
techniques. The main topics are classified by areas of
knowledge and described by key concepts.
Vernacular: basis of practical knowledge
Architecture without architects: By analysis of traditional
dwellings, since the site planning to construction process,
knows advantages of old low tech, and auto-construction.
History of self-construction and self-made projects:
Time lines of vernacular architecture as basis of flow
techs. Modern civilization (in developed countries) doesn’t
matter of benefits of simplicity, even if traduce into saving.
Homeless design: urban habitats and zero cost. The
ephemeral (dwell) thing is sometimes by force, and many
solutions are worthy of architectonic analysis, in order to
understand further potential of some material and goods.
Environmental alternative design: The study of new site
materials as building elements, under premises of waste
management, basically in cities. Those local materials are
in municipal dumpsite, in continuous growth.
Characteristics of basic tools and logic simplicity:
Vernacular architecture is based on simple handmade
tools, specifically made (or adapted) for its function. The
logic of a construction system is obtained trough time by
essay and error; tend to minimum efforts and materials.
Relations between concepts-material-form-use-identity:
The analysis of these parameters and the permanence of
vernacular solutions reflect the needs and users. The
value of waste and trash is today a limit for its application
in living spaces, but in the past that not happened.

(Fig. 10) Garbage scavengers survive by hunting through
household rubbish bins looking for paper and cardboard
that can be sold for recycling. In other countries the study
of new uses of waste make possible build low cost homes.

Prototype experiments and Practical learning
Models as simple physical design interfaces: In order to
experience a real preview of materials, understanding
characteristics and properties, in raw materials and also
recycling products. All the process will have to be done by
the student, so the tools (construction ones, or not) will be
simple and safe.

(Fig. 11) To reuse waste material (of homes or industries)
the CNC technologies could be the more sustainable
process to be implemented (even more if machines are
solar powered!). The use of new recycle materials (like
ekoplac©, made of tetra-packs) make more eco-friendly all
the process and spatial solutions, and enlarge the
possibilities of waste products as mono-materials.
Self-taught process: Essay and error is also a
(important) way to research, but today we have many
scientific studies to reduce the time of experiences. Virtual
simulations are allowed, and use of CNC systems adds
possibilities to almost any material in modern
parameterized free-form construction.
In/out modelling scale in virtual/real studies: Sensor
technologies inside experimental models, and bioclimatic
software could be another way to obtain waste material’s
data, in cases where is important the energetic efficient of
prototypes.
1:1 social experiences in space: All the students of
architecture must construct at least one dwell project in
his/her university, make real contact with materials and
tools. Those activities must help in the study of the
development of easy constructions in case of natural or
human disasters, focused in emergency material, easy
construction and dismantled.
Potential of high tech with eco-materials: Until now,
CAD/CAM technologies and CNC systems are only used
with standard materials. Present material’s science is
recently incorporated in those technologies, and the option
of reuse products to make new spatial systems is not yet
studied. In this architectural area (Low-tech + CNC) the
potential of develop is extraordinary.
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New paradigms. Non-standard thinking
"Do it yourself" culture as sustainable urban &
architectural attitude: About alternative thinking. About
restored old task and experiences of architects in planning
and construct. Modern architecture frequently denied
vernacular roots to sophisticate a natural human need. In
contemporary society that is acceptable, even necessary
to social evolution, but it does not imply that in teaching
that knowledge is suppressed. Also this attitude is best
way to close to environmental sustainability.
Anti-systemic living styles and social ecologies: Many
communities, like punk and cyber, take advantages of
they “politically incorrect” ways of life. In more aspects
they have a key of scaled ecologies, at natural and social
levels. They promote and use the freedom of knowledge;
in other words, if you want to make something, the
community gives to you the concepts and tools to do it.
Alternative solutions and parallel thinking: The phrase
“all is done, we only compose” is true. But if we are
optimist, the numbers of combinations is infinite, and it’s
impossible to exhaust them. Recycle is recently but not
new, and industrial production makes different waste
every day. More and more trash could be implemented in
architecture, and creative actions will help in the research.
Multi-disciplinary background: Based on creative process,
the students should be have extension tools from others
areas, and to be able to mix them in architectural projects.
Modern disciplines are about global solutions, and interior
design, furniture industry, ephemeral events, nomadic
living styles are part of dwell science.

(Fig. 12) In Internet many communities share experiences
of DIY solutions. Reuse is often research topic, and
hackers make new gadgets with obsolete and broken
materials. They document (by photos) the real process of
their invents, and put in a sequence, with mounting
explanations, and address to find some rare material.
Low cost solutions and anti consumer society: DIY
philosophy defends the low cost of comfort; as social and
political way to community life. Is a kind of social ecology,
(look vernacular constructions in non-developed countries)
Recycle fits well in this thinking, and moves away from
consumer world, by the creation of collaborative non profit
associations, humanitarian projects and common goods to
do, i.e., home improvements.

Procedural knowledge and visual languages
Sequence as construction: To valorise conceptual design
and processes in low cost architecture. Classify and
optimize experimental disciplinary languages (mainly
comic-book format) to validate and reinforce theories and
actions that postpone the building (constructions) to
increase the creativity and conceptual processes of the
architectural design.

(Fig. 13) sequential art (the 9th, comic books) have all the
characteristics to show all the processes that involves
recycling, low tech, and so on, transform complex plans in
easy graphical reading manuals.
The idea of an architecture based in manuals: Utilize
lexipictographical, illustrative and sequential tools in the
projectual action and conception, understanding this as a
easy design tool to plan architectural processes based on
recycle and reuse, and energy save.
The spirit of “know-how” in sequenced graphics:
Transmit easy knowledge by comic book’s language.
Sequential language is a multipurpose platform, versatile
due to the freedom of its components, and could act as
propeller vanguard and subversive elements, and
emphasize the massification and extension of the
transmitted message. It has unique tools to control
external variables such as time and other elements by
simple interaction.
Potential architecture in “ready made” objects:
Prefabricates (new and used) have today many other
applications, one industrial element could be used to
make something totally different from its original task, and
many ready-made kits create new complexities, where
new connectors and structural geometries are necessary.
Practical learning trough “how-to” and “instructables”: In
books and webs they are many ideas to experiment in DIY
architecture. At the same time, free knowledge and
creative tools coexists in the same space, to build
something. The experience is like alternative communities,
like punks, hackers, and so on. The practical knowledge is
easier to understand, and it’s inherently spreading.
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(Fig. 14) Non-standard ways of living (by force or not) are
common experimentation field of vernacular design. The
philosophies of low cost and self-made make subversive
movements inside those cultures. The ultimate revolution
of hackers is marked as start of many cutting edge
scientific technologies. The human ingenious growth by
necessity, to break the traditional economics.

Recycle system as building material.
Sustainable characteristics of DIY projects: The study is
mainly focused on this topic, because with incorporation of
procedural knowledge, and how to (know how) techniques
the sustainable level within a project is environmentally
superior. Its true the fact that this strategy attempt to
modern academicism in architecture, and put in inexpert
hands complex tools, but this is the challenge: try to make
more simple and easy these tools, and graphically show
the processes and tips to common people in order to
make more sustainable homes and cities.
Reuse as primary energy reduction system: The energy
cost of this procedure is minimum, and with CNC system
new structural configuration could be made, and more
types of industrial waste (or prefabricate) could be
redesign to make spatial structures. If the power supplies
are passives, the reduction is almost complete.
Parameterization of waste and eco-material as fill start the
new revolution on high tech machines used on low tech
constructions.
Reconfigurations of waste and material reinsertion: The
idea of design one product for multiple uses is the
challenge on prefabricate. In this moment is necessary to
find and research for second uses of trash to make some
projects. The flow tech of prefabricate could be more
efficient, if those transformations by recycle/reuse are
planning and promote. The idea that all products are
bricks is the basis in this area, and all the products are
connectors, too.
Recycle by mixing of technologies and design: the aim
of the fusion of High tech and recycle, is focused in the
develop of optimized software, on one hand related to
bioclimatic characteristics of new projects, and on the
other hand related to computer aided manufacturing (CAM
systems) and computer numeric control (CNC systems).
The virtual interfaces of design always be in top of tools,
but optimized to recreate the reuse of material. Scripts
and sequences of construction processes complete the
solutions, in order to get close to common people to
transmit the project, benefits and advantages.

Subversive urbanism and city occupation: Alternative
communities already make subversives occupations in the
city. Because the private property is denied, and none
dwell is permanent, the DIY is it improvement technique.
This choice of life is also a good ambient to develop and
to show the potential of waste as building construction,
using public space to make construction as protest.
Recyclable or biodegradable home: One of the ultimate
goal of sustainability in construction is make one building
with environmentally zero impact, in its planning,
construction and use. It is a home 100% recyclable, or
better, 100% biodegradable. Totally make of monomaterials for simplify recycling and reuse. This concept is
opposite to the idea of permanent home, but seems more
natural in its life cycles. Houses are totally replaced when
lifetime is reached, and all the material is transform.

(Fig. 15) New technologies to make dwells and spatial
interventions by recycle gives to direct user the chance to
reduce energy costs. Also presents new ways to design
depending of waste management as construction process.

Disciplinary parallel evolution
DIY in ephemeral and mobile home design: one
application of recycling and low-tech in construction it is
that resolve unusual types of living. Nomadic and temporal
projects are now developed, until the recycle technologies
assure the permanent characteristics of construction by
reuse and the incorporation of home high tech machinery.
Shelters, camping and emergency habitats: Social and
humanitarian applications of minimum energy dwells are
those projects that helps in extreme situations. In some
case the mobility is required, and dismantling strategies
are incorporated in design process. Because the short life
of those dwells, and the ephemeral and mobile inhabitant,
the low tech, the eco-materials (and reuse) are best
choices to experiment.
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CONCLUSION
Alternative is not extremely choice.
At first, the terms that this study tries to incorporate in
sustainable design, architectural and/or urban, seems to
be useful in order to minimize the energy parameters of
construction buildings, even the planning process and last
reuses of new products. Recycle is best choice to make
new building construction material, DIY techniques are
best choices in order to minimize the construction energy
costs, helped by procedural knowledge and How-to
manuals, makes more easy to put in hands of common
users the basics tools to make their owns homes.
It is very important in situations that are urgent to make
dwells, like natural disasters or colony camps, where the
multiple uses of materials (as food containers, medical
storage, and so on) is necessary. The possibility of
construct shelters with the same recipient that came with
children’s milk, for example, or make temporal tents with
biodegradable paper, are initiatives that reinforce the
analysis of Low tech and recycle.
The most important problem of these initiatives could
be the hermetic vision of academics. Give so much control
of architectural design to common users could be seem
like an involution of architectural knowledge, back to the
vernacular. But is this revival precisely the conclusion
obtained by the analysis of modern architectural evolution.
While more move away of the vernacular procedures in
planning and construction, less sustainable is the projects.
Even if they used extraordinary materials, the change of
scale in many projects is the key of its inefficiently
environmental cost. DIY is today only accepted in small
communities, or at least in communities where the social
impact is rejected, because they are minorities itself, and
these methods are more reasonable than others.

The challenge is evaluate the benefits of alternative
thinking to include those philosophies in current schools of
architecture, at first as added module of experimenting
workshops, for example, (with this at least the students
make something in 1:1 scale) waiting for the next
evolution of material’s science and the real incorporation
of recycle and DIY in normal constructions.
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